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Abstract 

In this article, panel data, analysis, data representing the activities of a set of enterprises by 

quarters, annual socio-economic indicators of a specific group of countries, the construction of 

flexible and comprehensive models of panel data, and obtaining answers within the framework 

of spatial models are examined. The importance of panel data in analyzing the impact of various 

factors on the development of events over time, and in researching econometric and socio-

economic processes, is discussed. 
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Introduction 

Panel Data - Multivariate observation data that is repeatedly measured over time. If the sample 

contains data for several objects, each observed at multiple time intervals, such data is called 

panel data. 

Panel data is a special type of data widely used in econometrics and socio-economic process 

research. It is a collection of observations for each research object at various time points. This 

data structure allows for the analysis of the dynamics and changes of events over time, as well 

as accounting for the individual characteristics of each object. 

Panel data is used in economics, sociology, political science, and many other fields. It allows 

researchers to account not only for temporal changes but also for differences between research 

objects. This is particularly useful for analyzing the impact of various factors on the 

development of events over time. 

For example, panel data can be used to analyze the impact of education on workers' wages. 

Researchers can collect data on wages and education levels for each employee over several 

years and analyze how these indicators change over time and how education affects wages. 

Panel data is a set of observations that monitor the same variable or a set of variables over 

different periods or events. This data can be collected over several years, quarters, months, or 

days. 

Panel data is a special form of data collected over time. Their main difference from "ordinary" 

data is that they allow for the analysis of changes in variables over time and account for these 

changes when conducting statistical tests and models. 

This data is often used in economic and sociological research to study the dynamics and 

interrelationships of various factors. They help identify the impact of different factors on a 

variable and also predict the future values of variables based on past observations. 
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Panel data can include information on household income, commodity prices, unemployment 

rates, or consumer preferences. For each of these variables, data is collected at different times, 

and various factors affect their changes. 

In econometrics, panel data often refers to multivariate data that includes measurements over 

a certain period. A panel data set can be time-based and include observations of individuals 

within a specific sample, or it can contain information about each individual in the sample. 

For example, we might look at the sales and employee ratios of 50 firms over five years or, if 

panel data is taken geographically, we might consider the GDP and money supply ratio of 20 

countries over 20 years. 

Panel data consists of information obtained from consecutive observations of an economic 

subject or object (households, firms, regions, countries, etc.). Examples include studying the 

annual budget of several households, data reflecting the activities of a set of enterprises by 

quarters, or annual socio-economic indicators of a group of countries. Thus, panel data 

combines information similar to time series data with spatial data: spatial data is available for 

each economic object and corresponds to each object. Input data forms one or several time 

series. This special structure of panel data allows us to create more flexible and comprehensive 

models and answer questions that cannot be addressed within spatial models. Specifically, it 

enables the accounting and analysis of individual differences between economic units that 

cannot be addressed within standard regression models. 

For example, by studying the per capita GDP value for a specific country, one can observe the 

inflation rate, investment volume, money supply, and more for each period. However, 

alongside these, there are factors that cannot be observed or quantified but significantly impact 

the studied indicator (eg, the object's geographic location, history, cultural and educational 

traditions). Such factors' effects can be considered constant (ie, independent of time) for each 

national economy. For only a few countries, spatial data can identify the impact of simple 

economic factors on per capita GDP, but it cannot assess differences in specific characteristics 

between countries. The assessment can be conducted based on an analysis of several years of 

observation results. 

One of the constant issues at the micro-level is indicating households' expenditures on a 

specific type of product, such as personal care products. By including economic and socio-

demographic living conditions, you can collect spatial data and find the relationship between 

household income and the price of the studied product. However, panel data may show that 

income is not always significant in household expenditures, as differences in expenditures may 

be influenced by family traditions, cultural level, and other factors that are not always 

measurable or observable. 

Often, the individual factors of objects are correlated with other influencing variables. For 

instance, the overall cultural level of a household is naturally related to its income level. In 

regression, a specific factor indicates the importance of the object in the model, and ignoring 

it in the model leads to incorrect estimation of other parameters. In other words, models based 

on panel data lead to correct parameter estimation. In this case, panel data includes observation 

data of the same objects at different times. The assumption of independence between these 

observations can lead to a distortion of reality, requiring more precise methods than the OLS 

method for analyzing these models. 
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Panel data consists of information from observations of n different objects at various T times. 

Indexes can be used to indicate the numbers of the studied objects when recording inter-object 

data. For example, 

𝑦 𝑖𝑡 is the value of the dependent variable for the i-th object. 

In panel data, it is necessary to specify the object number and time. This requires additional 

numbering, where index \( i \) represents the observation number, and index \( t \) represents 

the observation time. Thus, 

𝑦 𝑖𝑡 denotes the value of the dependent variable at time t for object i (a k-dimensional vector), 

- x 𝑖𝑡 denotes the value of the independent variable at time t for object i , 

- e 𝑖𝑡 denotes the corresponding errors ( i = 1,2,… ,n; t=1,2,..,T). 

Even if some observations are missing in panel data, it still allows for representing the real 

situation. In balanced panels, all observations are known, meaning that all variables have 

observation values for each period and subject. If data for one period is missing for a particular 

object, such panels are called unbalanced. 

The simplest model is the ordinary linear regression model: 

 
'

it it ity x = +       (1) 
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we write it in matrix form as follows: 

.Y X  =  +                              (2) 

 

As mentioned, panel data allows for accounting for unique individual differences between 

economic units (objects). One possible way to implement such ideas is to express the model 

in the following form: 
' .it i it ity x  = + +              (3) 
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Here, i represents the specific effect of object i that is independent of time t. Accounting for 

the unique individual effect of the object allows for more accurate conclusions. For example, 

the usual approach to evaluating production functions involves estimating the equation. 
' .it it ity x  = + +     (4) 

 

Here, ln(Y) represents the logarithm of production, and ln(X) is a k-dimensional vector of the 

logarithms of the production functions. 

To have an accurate understanding of production functions (especially for smaller firms), it is 

appropriate to include the quality of management as part of the production factors and take it 

into account, meaning: 

 
'

1 .it it i k ity x q   += + + + (5) 

 

Here, q i represents the quality of management. 

If this variable is significant, then the model (4) cannot be estimated using OLS. However, 

since it is unobservable, it can be accounted for as a unique individual effect of management. 

In model (5), it cannot be identified, so it cannot be estimated. In model (3), depending on the 

assumptions about the characteristics of the parameter \( u _i \), two models can be considered. 

Fixed effects model: In equation (3), \( u _i \) is assumed to be an unknown parameter (or a 

model with fixed effects). 

Random effects model: In equation (3), \( u _i \) is assumed to be random. Here, \( \ mu \) is a 

parameter common to all units at all times. \( \ epsilon_{it} \) is the error term (this model is 

recommended for the reader to study independently). 

The choice of model is resolved individually in each case. 

Fixed effects regression models: The fixed effects regression estimation method allows 

accounting for the influence of characteristics that differ across observed objects but are 

constant over time, which are not included in the regression equation. 

In a fixed effects regression model, n different constant terms are used, one for each object. 

These constants can be seen as a set of binary (or indicator) variables that account for the 

influence of all unobserved variables that differ across observation objects but remain constant 

over time. 

 

Fixed effects regression model: 

If this variable important if , then model (4). with EKKU of assessment done by increasing it 

won't be. But 
iq unobservable that it was for him management the unique quality of the 

individual effect account get can 
1k +

(5) in the model non-identifiable that it was for him 

evaluation opportunity there is it's not . (3) in the model 
i of the parameter feature relatively 

to assumptions dependent respectively two the model to see can 

Immutable effective model: (3) in Eq 
i unknown parameter assumption will be done ( or 

immutable effect doer to the factor have the model that is ). 
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Random effective model: (3) in Eq 
i iu = +  assuming that will be done . Here µ is a 

parameter all units for everyone time general . 
iu - error ( this model to the reader independent 

learning for recommendation will be done ). 

The model choose issue each one in case separately will be solved . 

 

Immutable efficient regression models 

Immutable efficient regression evaluation method regression to Eq not included , being 

monitored objects according to difference doer , but time according to immutable has been of 

characters effect account get enable giver is a method . 

Immutable to the effect have has been regression in the model each one object for from one n 

different immutable numbers ( constants ) are used . These are constants different wait objects 

for different , but time during immutable which is or this level regression from Eq down left 

all variables effect level account will receive binary ( or indicator ) variables collection in the 

form of imagination to be done can 

Immutable to the effect have has been regression model . 

 

0 1 2it it i ity x z u  = + + + (6) 

 

this where : 
ity – dependent variable ; 

itx - observable dependent didn't happen variable ; 

iz - separately in objects differently values acceptance doer , but time during unchanging , 

unobservable variable ( eg object to the situation effect doer cultural , social or political status 

). 

Here the main issue is unobservable , fixed z variable when participating x and y of effect 

pointer 
i  coefficients from assessment consists of

iz  different objects for different to values 

have was , but time during variable expression that it was for 
0 1i iz  = +   the total 

n different in objects differently to values have has been view as an expression can Then the 

expression (6) . as follows to write can : 

 

1it it i ity x u = + +  (7) 

 

This is an expression immutable to the effect have has been regression model represents Here 

1 2, ,..., n    assessment need was unknown are considered invariant -constants . This 

of constants The interpretation of equation (7). right side while being studied come comes out 

Regression the line in assessment received deviation constant b 1 all objects for one different 

Constants to objects depends respectively will change . 

In expression (7). 
i lar “ i – of the object special to himself special as a feature view can , 

1 2, ,..., n   and some cases immutable effect of contributing ( effective ) factors exactly 
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he is considered himself . of these constants o' change attention not received of variables change 

with depends to be possible , ( for example , in equation (6). 
iz ). 

Tracking objects for special was , above constants each one observation object designation for 

used binary variables using modeling can Binary of variables using , unchanged effect doer 

factor regression model make up for , together at i =1 equal to to be and another cases to zero 

equal to to be 
1iD - binary variable , when i =2 together equal to divisor and another cases to 

zero equal to to be 
2iD - variable and etc. But all n are binary variables common with a free 

term one of the moment in itself regression to Eq input multicollinearity come to exit take will 

come . That's why for optional respectively binary of variables one down to leave need ( eg 

first group observations for 
1iD ) . Then to equation (6) . equivalent was immutable efficient 

regression equation as follows writing can : 

0 1 2 2 3 3 ...it it i i n ni ity x D D D u    = + + + + + + (8) 

this on the ground  
0 1 2, , ,..., n    - evaluation need was unknown coefficients . 

( 7 ) in Eq coefficients with (8) in Eq coefficients between relationship determination for their 

right sides equalization need (3) in Eq the first object regression line i for 
0 1 itx +  

expression to write can , then 
1 0 = will be Second and from him next of objects 

regression line i for  expression 
0 1 it ix  + + appearance takes and suitable 

respectively for i ≥ 2 
0i i  = + . 

So by doing immutable efficient regression model make up (3) and (4) for equations shaped 

method apply can In equation (3) , the model values are u or this of objects feature dependent 

has been n different constants through written In equation (4), the model is one in general 

constant and 1n− is binary variables through written 

Both method also x variable front ( angle ) coefficients all objects for one different values 

acceptance does Knowing to put (3) in Eq to himself special constants and (4) in Eq binary 

variables source one is unobservable different objects for different values acceptance doer but 

time according to immutable has been 
iz  is a variable ( character ). 

The model one how many x to variables expand  

If the effect on y doer , x with correlated and time according to variable has been another 

observation factors there is if so , them attention not received because of , to come coming out 

from errors case to be for them regression to Eq input necessary 

Immutable efficient regression model as follows to express can : 

 

1 1, 1 ,...it i k k it i ity x x u  = + + + +   (9) 

 

this on the ground 1,..., ;i n=  1,...,t T= . 1, 1ix i− – the value of independent 

variables included in the first stage of the object at time t , ,k itx i− - the value of the 

independent variables entered in the 
1 2, ,..., n   k - step of the object at time t ; – 

constant quantities depending on the object of observation. 
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The model can be equivalently written using common constants, x - independent variables and 

n -1 binary variables: 

 

0 1 1, 1 , 2 2 3 3... ...it i k k it i i n ni ity x x D D D u     = + + + + + + + +      (10) 

 

this on the ground 2 2iD i− =  when together equal to has been and another cases to zero equal 

to has been binary variable and etc. 

So so , panel data different different questions analysis in doing research of objects dynamics 

and individual characteristics account to get possibility will give . They are research for strong 

tool more precisely and reliable to the results to reach possibility will give . From panel data 

use historical trends more precisely analysis do , cause and effect relationships determination 

and more precisely forecast to do enable will give . 
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